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Practical & admin work

Geared for Growth Bible
Studies impact the lives
of ordinary people. They
encourage evangelism, aid
spiritual growth and impart missionary
vision.

Regional work is the foundation of WEC’s
cross-cultural work. Though we have
full-time voluntary workers across the
UK, we would not be able to function
properly without our 100s of parttime
volunteers all over the country.

As well as opportunities to start Bible
Study groups, encourage existing groups
and write new material, there is also a
need for skilled IT help.

There are 101 ways you could help,
perhaps by arranging meetings for our
missionaries to talk. Could you help out
in an office, or do some housework, the
plumbing, the gardening?
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Get
Our neighbours

Neighbours Worldwide is WEC’s
ministry to minority
ethnic groups in the UK.
There are many ways to
get involve for those with
a love for their ethnic
neighbours and a willingness to come
alongside them to share the gospel.

Read more: wec-uk.org
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on your doorstep!
WEC has a wide variety of

opportunities

here the UK.

Our ministry responds to the specific
needs of the communities in which we
work. This might mean youthwork, ESOL
English teaching, literature distribution
or even a charity shop.
We reach Asian Muslims and Hindus in
the West Midlands (Birmingham, Walsall
and Wolverhampton), and Leicester.
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WEC International takes the good news
of Jesus Christ to over 80 countries where
people have yet to hear it. By listening to,
serving and walking alongside people, we
form disciples and see churches flourish in
cultures where Christ is little known.
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Restoring broken lives

Betel of Britain expresses God’s love
through its commitment to restoring the
broken lives of alcoholics, drug addicts
and the destitute, and offering them
the opportunity to change their lives
in a caring family atmosphere. (To refer
men or women in need of help, please ring
01564 822 356.)
Residents are involved in practical
work, including house clearances and
restoring second-hand furniture.
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In the UK, we also have the facilities
to produce programmes which could
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Pray for people to
continue to be set free
from drug and alcohol
abuse.
Pray, too, for the expansion of the
work which requires new centres for
men and women, a church building, a
shop and personnel. Betel have more
recently expanded into Manchester,
Watford and Newcastle regions.

Radio training

Radio Worldwide aims to help the
church worldwide by training Christians
overseas and in the UK, to reach their
own people through radio programmes.

Resonance’s vision is to see believers
released to use art forms which have the
greatest resonance in their own cultural
context, to communicate the Gospel, train
Christ-followers and worship God.
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The team trains short-term teams in
partnership with the Trek department to
work alongside WEC field members. They
learn how to use their musical gifts crossculturally. New worship songs in locally
appropriate styles often result from
workshops held among local believers.
Drama is now being added to music,
and we would like to see all arts being
delivered in the future.

The UK Resonance Band leads
workshops to help multicultural churches
engage with the desire to lead worship
in a variety of styles and languages using
some non-western instruments. They also
lead worship at missions events.

Children & youth

WEC Youth has a three-fold ministry:
presenting the gospel to children and
youth, strengthening their faith through
teaching, and presenting to them the
challenge of Christian service.

How you can help us?
• Participate: host a World
Adventure programme
in your church; be a tent w e c y o u t h
leader or kitchen worker at our Teen or
Warrior camps;

be broadcast to unreached
groups around the world.

• Pray regularly: for the children on world
adventures and on camps;

RadioActive is a 2-week
foundation radio course run
by media specialist and trainers.

• Promote our camps: give brochures to
church leaders and encourage young
people to attend.
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